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Flying Higher
Together
It is with great pride and gratitude we review the
progress and momentum The Organization of
Black Aerospace (OBAP) achieved in 2020. Thanks
to the generosity of our members, supporters and
partners, we have a lot to celebrate.
Despite the many challenges the year would bring,
OBAP created opportunities and impactful
experiences for thousands of youth and
professionals to learn and advance in the
aerospace industry.
We expanded the reach of our organization's
programs and services and provided new pathways
to success by strengthening virtual events and
professional development opportunities,
improving program quality, and reaching more
youth.
These efforts reflect the commitment OBAP makes
to youth, professionals, supporters, and the
communities we serve to close the opportunity
gap for those who need us most.
Your support is vital to making all of this happen.
Thank you, once again, for your ongoing
dedication to diversity and opportunity for all in
aerospace.
Sincerely,
Joel Webley
Board Chair
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OBAP
MEMBERSHIP
OUR MEMBERS
Members of the Organization of Black Aerospace
Professionals are part of a network of current and
aspiring aerospace professionals dedicated to
continuing the organization’s 45-year legacy of
influence in aerospace. OBAP stands as a leader in the
aerospace community, providing programming to equip
future aerospace professionals, and forging partnerships
to ensure access and diversity in aerospace for decades
to come.

2020 was a year of thinking differently about the future
we envision. With members in mind, we continue leading
the way to a more equitable, thriving industry.

As we move forward into the future, our aim remains
steadfast. We will continue to serve our members by
providing professional advancement and career
enhancement opportunities, and serve as a voice in our
industry to advocate on their behalf. We will help to
enrich their experience by focusing on the value of
volunteerism.

OBAP MEMBERS
BY-THE-NUMBERS

2035

TOTAL ACTIVE MEMBERS

Just as our founders believed over 40 years ago, we
know that an OBAP membership is the path to lifelong
learning, networking and career advancement, as well
as a commitment to support the next generation of
aerospace professionals. With OBAP, the sky’s the limit!

1342
NEW MEMBERS

559

STUDENT MEMBERS

OBAP PROGRAMS

Project Aerospace
impacts more than 100,000
youth and young adults
each year.
Programs include:

PROJECT AEROSPACE

Aerospace Professionals In
Schools (APIS)

Founded in 1976, the Organization of Black Aerospace
Professionals (OBAP) is a nonprofit organization
dedicated to the education and advancement of

Aerospace Career Education
(ACE) Academies

minorities in all aviation and aerospace careers.
The Lt. Col. Luke Weathers, Jr.

OBAP’s Project Aerospace offers annual opportunities to

Flight Academy

inform and prepare aspiring aerospace professionals for
their future careers. This dream-to-career commitment

OBAP Solo Flight Academy

includes initial exposure to the industry through in-school
career day events, immersive summer programs, flight
training academies and professional development
opportunities held nationwide.

Collegiate Chapters

Aerospace Professional
Development Program (APDP)

MESSAGE FROM THE
PROGRAMS CHAIRS
As an organization that changes lives by creating a pathway to success, I'd like to
thank you for your continuous support. Our greatest strengths as an organization are
the passion and engagement of our members and volunteers, along with the
steadfast support of our contributors allows us to continue this powerful work.
OBAP's programs speak to the heart and mission of our organization.

This year, OBAP was

Thank you for your support.

Sincerely,

Cedric Davis

Anya Kearns

Tennesse Garvey

OUR MISSION IN ACTION
"The ACE Academy was truly a blessing for Jared. You have no
idea what he has been through in life. The academy and
instructors have restored his belief in self and given him hope.
School has been very traumatic for Jared over the years, and he
was often ostracized and called stupid, dumb, or a Sped
(special education). There was a period in Jared's life where he
did not want to go to school anymore. He would call home
complaining of being sick throughout 6th grade. His attendance
was impacted significantly.

You have no idea that your program saved my son mentally
and spiritually, and I wanted to make sure you knew his story.
Jared once again believes in himself and his capabilities. He
doesn’t see himself as a failure anymore, and I would like to
thank you and every single person involved in OBAP and the
ACE Academy Houston. As I draft this email, my heart is
overwhelmed with joy and tears run down my cheek because
your program gave Jared back his dignity. He always knew he
was bright, and I often tried to tell him how special he was.
Unfortunately, he started to believe the negative
connotations thrown at him by peers, and how he was treated
by teachers over the years. You not only saved Jared with you
saved us as a family, and for this we are forever grateful!"

AEROSPACE
PROFESSIONALS
IN SCHOOLS
(APIS)

AEROSPACE
PROFESSIONALS IN
SCHOOLS
Aerospace Professionals in School (APIS)
introduces youth to the limitless opportunities
available through careers in aerospace and
aviation beginning at an early age.

Since 1992, the program has reached over 700,000
youth, many of whom hold positions as
Commercial Pilots, Aircraft Maintenance
Technicians, Aerospace Engineers, Flight
Dispatchers, ATC Specialists, Aviation Business
Managers, and more.
The 2020-2021 school year caused a pivot in the presentation of the
APIS program to be completely virtual. However, even in light of the
change, the program reached nearly 7000 students in 799 schools in
the United States, Puerto Rico, and Canada, and engaging 60
speakers and over 50 organizational partners.

The Past 4 Years of APIS
The past 4 years have been incredibly successful
for our APIS program. Since 2017 APIS has reached

146,702

No. of Schools Supported Through APIS

800

students around the world. Each school

year saw our APIS numbers surpassing the previous

600

years's numbers, all thanks to the support of our
members and volunteers.
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2016 - 2017: 121
2017 - 2018: 159
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2018 - 2019: 182
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2019 - 2020: 228
2020 - 2021: 799

No. of Students Reached by Year:

Connecting with students at an early point in

2017 - 2018: 40,684

their lives, allows us to plant the seeds that we

2018 - 2019: 44,277

hope will be successfull careers in Aerospace.

2019 - 2020: 55,191

APIS allows students to be introduced to

2020-2021: 6,550 (virtual only)

scholarship opportunities that are available to
them as early as high school.

AEROSPACE
CAREER EDUCATION
ACADEMY (ACE)

NEWARK ACE
ACADEMY

BOSTON ACE
ACADEMY

ST. THOMAS
(USVI)
ACE ACADEMY

DENVER ACE
ACADEMY

AEROSPACE
CAREER EDUCATION
ACADEMY (ACE)
OBAP's Aerospace Career Education (ACE) Academy provides middle and high school youth with exposure
to opportunities in aerospace through week-long summer academies.

Endorsed by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), OBAP has played a leading role in establishing ACE
Academies throughout the continental United States and its territories to introduce, educate and guide
diverse students towards careers in aerospace.

In 1992, OBAP partnered with the FAA to support two ACE Academies reaching 41 students. In 2021, the
organization hosted 14 ACE Academies and reached 240 students (these sessions had limited capacity for
COVID safety). To date, OBAP's ACE Academies have engaged more than 30,000 youth.

2021 ACE
ACADEMY
LOCATIONS

5 Year Snapshot of our ACE Academy Enrollments
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OBAP COLLEGIATE
CHAPTERS
OBAP Collegiate Chapters are registered student organizations chartered at colleges and
universities nationwide. They provide essential guidance to aspiring aerospace professionals of
color, offering mentorship, scholarships, internships and career readiness programs.

Our Chapters are also community-service driven where they volunteer with local community
organizations such as food pantries, shelters and participate in local fundraising events for the
chapter and community.

OBAP currently has 15 Collegiate Chapters established on collegiate campuses across the
United States.

Our Collegiate Program is governed by the Collegiate Committee.

CHAPTER LOCATIONS

OBAP
COLLEGIATE
CHAPTERS
COLLEGIATE
STUDENTS
AT OUR 2019
ANNUAL
CONFERENCE
IN
LOS ANGELES, CA

AUBURN
UNIVERSITY
OBAP CHAPTER

MIDDLE
TENNESSE
STATE UNIV.
OBAP CHAPTER
STUDENTS
VOLUNTEERING
AT A LOCAL
FOOD BANK

OBAP COLLEGIATE
CHAPTERS
WESTERN MICHIGAN
UNIVERSITY
OBAP CHAPTER
STUDENTS
VOLUNTEERING AT AN
MLK DAY EVENT
Auburn University OBAP Chapter

EMBRY-RIDDLE
AERONAUTICAL
UNIVERSITY
OBAP CHAPTER
STUDENTS DURING
"OBAP WEEK"

OBAP
LUKE WEATHERS
FLIGHT ACADEMY (LWFA)
OBAP's Luke Weathers Fight Academy (LWFA) aims to grow and diversify the future pilot pipeline. We
have aggressive plans to increase the diversity of the airline industry by 50 pilots per year within the
next 5 years. LWFA provides the training and resources you need to go from zero experience to airline
pilot within two to three years.

The OBAP LWFA Program:
Time Frame: Fast track training — zero experience to airline pilot job within two to three years.
Tuition Reimbursement: If qualified.
Cost: As a non-profit keeping fixed costs low and training that exceed FAR Part 61/141 minimums.

Available Training Programs:
Private
Instrument
Commercial Single/Multi Engine Land
Certified Flight Instructor
Certified Instrument Instructor
Certified Multi Engine Instructor
Basic Ground Instructor & Instructor Advance Ground
Jet Transition
FAR 141 and 61 Flight Training
Military Rotor Fixed Wing Transition
Youth Maintenance and Air Traffic Control Academy
Youth UAV Pilot Training

5 Year Snapshot of our ACE Academy Enrollments
Mentoring

OBAP

3 commercial 2 female
4 cfi 2 female
1 cfii

LWFA

2020 Performance

25

16

9

Discovery Flights

Student Soloes

Male Solo Flight
Academy Students

7
Female Solo Flight
Academy Students

3

2

Commerical Pilot
Certificates

Private Pilots

1
Certified Flight
Instructors

For more information about OBAP Programs
please visit www.obap.org

GIRLS LAUNCH

Auburn University OBAP Chapter

GIRLS LAUNCH
Girls LAUNCH provides girls and women of all ages with interactive experiences and intimate
conversations with female aerospace professionals to boost interest in the unlimited opportunities in
aerospace at a young age. In its inaugural year, GIRLS LAUNCH brings a new element to OBAP's suite
of programs offering content specific to exposing young women and girls to the aerospace industry by
creating an intimate, fun space where they can learn from and be mentored by women in a variety of
aerospace careers.

2020 Performance

862

419

150

Registrants

Attendees

Prizes and Giveaways
Awarded

OBAP FINANCIAL
REPORTING
EXPENSES SUMMARY
(FY ENDED 10/31/20)
Fundraising
0.8%
Management/General
24.9%

Program Services
74.3%

REVENUE SUMMARY
(FY ENDED 10/31/19)
Program Services & Other Revenue
1.8%
Membership
27.2%

Fees
32.8%

Contributions
38.1%
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